A VIETNAMESE DRAGON AND PHOENIX

Dragonlore

It is not clear what difference,
if any, there is between a
Vietnamese Dragon and a
Chinese Dragon, but here is
one depicted in the Arms of
Maureen Elizabeth Jansen,
who lives in Norway and has
done much to assist in relief in
Vietnam.
The arms were designed by
Cecil Humphery-Smith and are
blazoned:-
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Per pale Gules and Azure
on a Fess between three
Fleur-de-lis
Or
a
Vietnamese Dragon passant
Gules the tongue bearing a
Jewel Vert.
And for a Badge:Within
four acorns in saltire Or
leaved the slips inwards Vert
alternating with four Roses in
cross Gules all interlaced with
two circlets of Rope Or the
Vietnamese Phoenix displayed
Gules.
The Letters Patent bear the
date 10th December 1998,
over the seals of Garter,
Clarenceux, and Norroy and
Ulster.
The Vietnamese dragon seems
to lack the horns of the
Chinese variety, but is
otherwise much the same,
while the Phoenix is notable
for the tortoise shell on its back.
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Heraldic Panther crest drawn by Gordon Macpherson SHA

The College of Dracology for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
Saint Luke is known as the author of the third Gospel and of the Acts of the Apostles.
According to various biblical writings he was a doctor from Antioch (a Greek rather
than a Jew) and accompanied Saint Paul on some of his missions and then went with
him to Rome, where he became his secretary. A legend recounts that he painted a
picture of the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Holy Mother of God, and he is thus the
Patron Saint of artists as well as of doctors, besides many other callings, including
butchers, perhaps because he is represented by the symbol of the winged bull. This
revered beast, described by Ezekiel as one of the creatures seen in his vision of
heaven (below left), was probably connected with the Lamassu of the ancient Middle
East (below right). St Luke’s feast day falls on 18th October.

The drawing by Gordon Macpherson on the cover was done especially for us, and
shows the crest on the arms granted to Claire Boudreau, St Laurent Herald and
Deputy Chief Herald of Canada, at the Annual Meeting of the Royal Heraldry Society
of Canada in Ottawa last September. She specified the creature in some detail, and
though the blazon simply calls it a Panther, it blends features from both the traditional
English heraldic Panther and the Styrian Panther peculiar to
Austria. It has the latter’s long snout and horns but the
former’s padded feet and fire-emitting ears, and is a deep blue
colour. Claire also had a badge (right) which Gordon has
drawn, with the Panther’s head affrontée on a fleur-de-lis to
show her French connexions. Her shield (for Canadian women
are allowed shields, helmets and crests if they want them) is
one of the simplest: Azure an orle Argent. Gordon did the
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
The first of these items is one of several sent in by Leslie Hodgson in January 2003,
and is taken from “London’s Armory” by “Rich Wallis Citizen & Arms painter of
London & are to be sold by him at his Shop against ye Royall Exchange 1677.”

painting of her arms and badge on her Grant of Arms, and we are extremely grateful
to him for doing these line drawings for us. (For more on the Styrian Panther, see No
61.) Furthermore, Gordon has sent this drawing (below) that he made of a crest
recently granted to Jason Bouzania of Ottawa, with its delightfully dozy dragon.

THE ARMS OF THE CITY OF LONDON (opposite)
Note that the Dragon supporters have wings that are certainly not large enough to
support these monsters in aerial flight, and observe the range of objects in the base
compartment, including a sword, fasces, beaver hat, mace, collar of roses and
portcullises, key, cornucopia, anchor and what may be a cresset.
The next two items were from a number collected some time ago by Pete Taylor and
passed to me for their dracological significance, but have only recently come to light.
The first is of topical interest, since the Red Dragon is now well established as the
emblem for Wales, the White Dragon has been much promoted of late as a symbol
for England, and now we are reminded that the Black Dragon once stood for Ulster.
Does the current Earl of Ulster, son of the Duke of Gloucester, use it as a badge?

AN ULSTER DRAGON (from The Heraldry Gazette, September
1995)
Several heraldic books
signify that Edward IV,
who reigned 1461-1483,
used as a badge a crowned
black dragon as Earl of
Ulster.
The description
given by Sir Bernard
Burke, one time Ulster
King of Arms, in The
General Armory is, “A
Dragon
sejant
Sable
crowned Gold.”
A crowned dragon is
possibly unique in British
heraldry and depicted right
is my version of the badge.
As no form of crown or
coronet is mentioned by
Burke I have shown the
dragon crowned with a
ducal coronet.
Frank Keirl

Fabulous Beasts with the Canadian Armed Forces
A generous gift from Kevin Greaves was a copy of Badges of the Canadian Forces
(Ottawa, 1977) which contains dozens of pictures in colour (apart from some
regimental badges that are cast in metal and shown as line drawings) from all the
bases, stations, ships, squadrons, regiments, schools and other units that served Her
Canadian Majesty at that time. Thirteen different fabulous beasts appear, some more
than once, on sixteen badges, including a couple that have already appeared in these
pages, namely the Ogopogo of HMCS Okanagan (see
No 34) and HMCS Griffon’s Griffin (No 54). Others are
a Kwakiutl totem Thunderbird clutching a lightning flash
for Holberg Station, Pegasus holding a star for Shelburne
Station, an heraldic Tyger’s head (424 Squadron),
another Thunderbird (426 Squadron), Haietlik, a
lightning snake of the Nootka tribe (442 Squadron – see
right), Chinthe (435 Squadron – and see No 69), a demiOpinicus (880 Squadron), HMCS Unicorn’s winged
Unicorn (just like the one shown on the cover of No 8), a
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two-headed Eagle for The Lanark & Renfrew
Scottish Regiment, Dolphins supporting the badge
of Le Régiment du Saguenay, a Unicorn’s head for
The Toronto Scottish Regiment, Hercules fighting
Hydra for the Aerospace Engineering Test
Establishment, and two more Thunderbirds for the
Canadian Forces School of Intelligence & Security
(left). Quite an unusual selection, and not a
Dragon to be seen! No doubt a more recent issue
would show some changes, but these make a
splendid showing, with many thanks to Kevin.

Two Legs or Four?

A New Zealand Landmark
Gregor Macaulay, the Editor, has sent a copy of The New Zealand Armorist No.100,
(Spring 2006 – but remember that their spring happens while we are having autumn!).
He and they are to be congratulated on their centenary, but what is of especial interest
to us was the full-page illustration of the arms of Lord Kingsale, who currently lives
in Auckland, with its cheeky Unicorn supporters and two-headed Eagle crest (below).
The artist is not mentioned, but it seems to have been taken from the pages of Burke’s
Peerage. The blazon is :- Argent three eagles displayed Gules, crowned Or. Crest:
On a ducal coronet Or an eagle displayed with two heads Argent, Supporters: Two
unicorns Azure, each gorged with a coronet composed of crosses patee and fleur-delys and chained, armed, crined and unglued Or. Whether it is well-drawn or not we
shall leave to the experts to decide.

A recent report in the press may possibly have some bearing on the question of how
the two-legged dragon became four-legged. Headed “Four-legged duck helps
scientists map the human brain,” it begins, “A drawing of a four-legged duck has
helped scientists to pinpoint the parts of the brain that help humans understand words
and their meanings. The image, by a 55-year-old woman with dementia, was part of
evidence scientists used to settle a long-running debate about where in the brain
concepts are encoded. … When the 55-year-old female patient was asked to copy a
picture of a duck, she produced a good likeness, however she had problems when
asked to draw a duck from memory. Just 10 seconds after seeing the duck picture,
she added a mouth, an eyebrow and a third leg which she later crossed out. After a
minute the duck she drew had four legs and looked more like a chicken.”

Prof Matthew Lambdon-Ralph of the University of Manchester reported his findings
to the BA Festival of Science in Norwich last September, and although his interest
was in brain functions, could it perhaps have been the case that a late mediaeval
heraldic artist suffered from dementia?
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